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1. Introduction 
 
Enterprises are mainly looking to find actionable insights into their data. Most of the big data projects are 
originated from the need to answer specific business questions. By using the right big data analytics platforms in 
place, an enterprise can boost their sales, increase efficiency, improve operations, and make a better customer 
service and risk management. 
The main objective of this paper is to implement mapreduce based machine learning algorithm in Hadoop 
Framework. The algorithm so developed will be integrated with Amrita Big Data Framework (ABDF)  [1]. 
Amrita Bigdata Framework (ABDF) is essentially an all integrated framework for effortless BigData 
analytics. ABDF is feature rich, providing user community with an easy to use GUI for analyzing large data 
heaps.ABDF offers several processing modes under one Framework encapsulating the complexity of the same from 
the user. Linear Execution mode, Hadoop, In-memory using Spark, Streaming with Spark & Storm, Spark over 
HDFS, GPGPU based Algorithms. 
In this paper we present the Machine Learning Logistic Regression algorithm known as LR that builds a 
model to make accurate predictions based on the intercepts and weights that is learned through the learning process. 
This algorithm can predict the answers for the specific business questions by using the properties learned from 
training data. 
Logistic regression is one of the types of probabilistic statistical classification model. It is also used as 
classification model to predict a binary response from a binary predictor, used for predicting the output of a 
categorical dependent variable (i.e., a class label) based on one or more predictor variables (features).It is used 
widely in many fields, like medical and social sciences. 
 
2. Background and related work 
 
We present the background and related work in the two aspects such as platform and algorithm. 
 
2.1 Computing platforms 
 
The two distributed platforms that we work with have their own advantages in the implementation of 
machine learning algorithms. The Apache Hadoop  [2] platform is an open source software project that enables 
distributed processing of large data sets across clusters of commodity servers. It is designed to scale up from a 
single server to thousands of machines, with very high degree of fault tolerance. It utilizes MapReduce as its 
computational paradigm, which is easily parallelized. Additionally, Hadoop provides a Java-based Distributed file 
system (HDFS) that can store all kinds of data without prior organization. Both MapReduce and HDFS are designed 
to handle node failures in an automatic way. 
Hadoop offers a cost effective storage solution for businesses exploding data sets. The problem with 
traditional relational database management systems is that it is extremely cost prohibitive to scale to such a degree 
in order to process such massive volumes of data. Hadoop also enables businesses to easily access new data sources 
and tap into different types of data (both structured and unstructured) to generate value from that data. This means 
businesses can use Hadoop to derive valuable business insights from different data sources such as social media, 
email conversations or clickstream data. Table 1 compares different features between Hadoop and RDBMS 
platforms. 
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 Table 1. Platform Comparison:Hadoop vs.  RDBMS  
 
  
 
 Hadoop RDBMS  
 
  
 
 Scale out Scale Up  
 Key-Value Pair Record  
 MapReduce(Functional SQL (Declarative)  
 Style)   
 Denormalized Normalized  
 All varieties of Data Structured Data  
 OLAP/Batch/Analytical OLTP/Real time/ Point  
 Queries Queries  
    
 
2.2  Sublinear methods 
 
Sublinear methods have recently been proposed by several researchers. Clarkson et al.  [3] presented the 
sublinear-time approximation algorithms for some optimization problems arising in machine learning, such as 
training linear classifiers and finding minimum enclosing balls. The algorithm employs a novel sampling technique 
along with a new multiplicative update procedure. Hazan et al. [4]exploited an optimization approach for linear 
SVMs based on a stochastic primal-dual approach, where the primal step is akin to an importance-weighted SGD, 
and the dual step is a stochastic update on the importance weights. This approach used to speed up linear 
SVMs(support vector machines) . Cotter et al.  [5] extended the method to kernelized SVMs. In  [6], Hazan et al. 
applied the sublinear approximation approach to solve linear regression with penalties. Garber and Hazan  [7] also 
developed sublinear method with Semi-Definite Programming (SDP). Peng et al.  [8] utilized the method in the LR 
model with penalties and developed sequential sublinear algorithms for both l1-penalty and l2-penalty.H.Peng[9] 
provided a way to understand the effective combination for performance requirement by comparing different 
approaches in distributed platform, parallel algorithm, and sublinear approximation,which is the primary focus of this 
paper. 
 
3. LR Algorithm 
 
Like all classification algorithms LR algorithm too have a model and prediction phase. Initially the 
algorithm will be trained with learning data which build a model with an intercept and a vector with weights which 
is used to predict the class of a new object. As logistic regression is a supervised learning algorithm , it should 
analyze the training data and produce an inferred function for mapping new outcomes. 
In model, the algorithm tries to learn the properties from the input variables and output variable of each 
observations in the training data, so that the result of model will be ready for predicting the output of other attributes 
that does not have class . And these properties will be stored as the result of model. Finally the dataset with 
unknown class is predicted using the model result. Figure 1 shows the pictorial representation for the 
implementation of logistic regression in mapreduce. The training data is uploaded by the user through the ABDF 
Framework which is then stored in the HDFS. Logistic Regression takes in different parameters such as position of 
classindex,no of iterations,minimum Accuracy. The MapReduce Model of Logistic regression takes the training 
dataset and process the same. The model result will be stored in HDFS for prediction. The MapReduce Prediction 
part process the test data uploaded by the user and model result from HDFS and produce output for each examples 
with corresponding predicted classes. The user can download the model result as well as the prediction result from 
the ABDF interface. 
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                                                  Fig.1. Implementation of Logistic Regression 
 
           ABDF Framework is a tool to drag and drop components to run DataMining algorithms. The Framework 
includes different algorithms,preprocessors etc. Inorder to run Logistic Regression in ABDF we need to upload a 
training data to ABDF Framework through FTP Adapter,Flat File ,HDFS Adapter etc. Once it is uploaded the data 
can be drag and dropped to dashboard. Then select LR algorithms from Algorithm category along with the data 
destination which includes visualization,HDFS,FTP etc and drag and drop to dashboard. After that execute the 
workflow.Once excecuted the work flow a resultant model will be created under Data Models in ABDF. Once it is 
done we can drag and drop the data model created and test data, then drag and drop LRPrediction to run the 
prediction and download the result and accuracy. 
 

Fig.2. ABDF Framwwork Dashboard for Logistic Regression Algorithm 
 
4. Implementation 
The main idea behind logistic regression is to make sure that the cost of each record is maintained between 
0 and 1.The logistic Function is used for ensuring that. To make sure that the cost is a convex function compute the 
 
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 cost by taking the log of the hypothesis. This will guarantee that the function will converge to a global minimum. 
There is also another reason for taking the logarithm of the hypothesis, which is to penalize the misclassification by 
the large value. The implementation procedure is explained below. 
 
4.1 Preprocessing 
 
The preprocessing in Logistics Regression usually involves: 
 
1. Normalization or parameter regularization (i.e., bringing each attribute to similar levels, eg., between 0 
and 1 (or) -1 and 1, this range need not be strict, it could more or less be in this range).  
 
2. Only numerical value for the attribute is allowed, no  categorical or character values are allowed.  
 
3. The outcome variable has to be a binary variable i.e., {0, 1}, if however there are multiple outcomes 
logistic regression has to be called using the one vs all method, which again converts the multiple 
outcome problem to a binary outcome problem.  
 
4.2 Customization  
 
Following can be included in the category of customization 
 
1. The learning rate α (alpha) which can by default be kept at 0.1, but should be varied with cross-
validation set for best results.  
 
2. More dependent variables can be created, e.g., if age, salary and savings are three attributes, then other  
dependent variables such as age X salary, or (age)^2 and so on can be created. This will also impact 
the regression line. 
 
3. The algorithm that is used to compute the gradient, the regular Gradient descent algorithm or other 
algorithms could be used for faster convergence. E.g , normal equation, conjugate gradient.  
 
4. The number of iterations that the gradient descent or any other minimization algorithm has to run can 
be specified.  
 
4.3 Overview of logistic regression  
 
Initially LRModel gets the training data along with the learning rate and no of iterations to perform the 
logistic model. 
 
Algorithm <traindata,learningRate,noOfIterations> 
 
Loop through training data 
 
1. Append a column of 1 with x ,this makes the dimension of the input to become m X (n + 1).  
 
2. Initialize weights to zero on iteration 1 and previous weights on iteration >1.  
 
3. Calculate margin,scale(hypothesis/sigmoid/logistic function) and cost 
margin = 1 + weights * features  
 
logisticFunction = (1.0 / (1.0 + math.exp(-margin))) 
cost function = if (label > 0) {  
- math.log(logisticFunction)  
} else {  
- math.log(1 - logisticFunction)  
}end loop 
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4.  Accumulate total cost of the input, at the end of the loop. 
 
 
 
 
 
where hθ(xi) is the logisticFunction function and y respective class. 
 
5. Compute gradient using hypothesis function,X and Y. this can be done using any method so long as the correct 
gradient is returned. This part is a stand alone section and hence can be moved into a separate module called 
compute gradient. How to compute gradient is explained below  
 
6. For every attribute parameter θ (weights),where j varies from {1:n+1} compute the following..  
 
 
 
 
7. Repeat step 3 to 6 until the cost does not change significantly with consecutive iteration eg:cost<10 -9 or if the 
maximum number of iterations are specified by the user or default maximum is reached. 
 
Final model is the weights θ. 
 
In order to predict the outcome of a new observation, calculate the sigmoid or logistic function . 
 
If logisticFunction > 0.5 then class = 1 else  class = 0 
 
.4. Pseudocode for LRModel 
 
When comes into MapReduce the equation should be parallelized to perform the Logistic Model. MR Jobs 
have 3 sections- Driver ,Mapper and Reducer. Mapper function is responsible to do from step 1 to step 3 as these 
steps is applied for each record. After the execution of 1 record we get colid as the key and value as hadoop 's 
custom writable class FourValueWritable, which holds 4 values- xValue,yValue,logisticFunction,individualCost. 
Which is enough for Reducer to calculate the aggregated cost and find the updated weights θ. Aggregated cost is 
obtained in Reducer by aggregating the values key wise as each column holds a weight. So for each key we will be 
able to aggregate the individual cost to find the accumulated cost to check the termination condition and aggregate 
logistic function to find the sum in step 6 to calculate the present θ. 
 
LRDriver 
 
Input: Train_Data,lrRate,itr 
int count = 0; //setting counter 
Set counter 
static enum UpdateCost 
COST 
Sets all the configurations for the Job 
/*Termination Condition*/ 
 
while (count < itr) Execute 
LRModel Job 
count++; 
if (count >= 3) 
if (Math.abs(prevCost - presentCost) > (10 ^ -9)) 
continue; 
else 
return 0; 
end if end 
while 
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LRModelMapper 
Input: <offset of a record from input line,each record>  
Output:<colid,FourValueWritable>  
Procedure 
HashMap<Integer, Double> weights 
setup(Context context) 
 
/*Get configuration objects itr*/ 
if (itr = 0)  
then set all values of  θ to zero; 
else 
 
get θ from previous iteration; 
end if; 
 
map(key,value) 
For each line l 
 
Append a column of 1 to l 
for each attribute in l 
 
calculate margin 
end 
 
calculate logisticFunction 
calculate cost 
 
context.write(col, FourValueWritable); 
end 
 
LRModelReducer 
Input:<colid,FourValueWritable> 
Output:<colid,weight> 
 
Procedure 
HashMap<Integer, Double> weights 
 
setup(Context context) 
 
/*Get configuration objects itr*/ 
if (itr = 0)  
then set all values of  θ to zero;  
else  
get  θ from previous iteration; 
 
reduce(key,FourValueWritable) 
for each key 
 
for each FourValueWritable 
calculate partial cost  
calculate sum =  (logisticFunction -  yValue) * xValue  
end 
 
Calculate θ Present 
context.write(col, weight); 
end 
 
cleanup(Context context) 
/* set cost as counter*/ 
context.getCounter(UpdateCost.COST).setValue(conv); 
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4.5. Pseudocode for LRPrediction 
 
Prediction is a map only job where we need two inputs .So for each record in Test data the class is predicted by 
reading the model result.  
LRPredictDriver 
Input: Test_Data,model 
 
Sets all the configurations for the Job 
set model to Distributed cache 
 
LRPredictMapper 
Input:<offset,line>  
Output:<NullWritable,predictedline> 
 
Procedure setup(Context 
context) 
Get θ from Distributed cache 
 
map(key,value) 
For each line l 
 
Calculate logisticFunction  
if (logisticFunction< .5) 
 
then class = 0; 
else 
 
class = 1; 
end if 
 
l = l.concat(class); 
context.write(NullWritable, l); 
end 
 
4.6. Optimization 
For optimization 
 
1. In LRModelMapper four values are emitted xValue,yValue,logisticFunction and individualCost . Before 
optimization we emited these values by concatenating  Eg: String val = xValue + “,” + yValue + “,” + 
logisticFunction + “,” + individualCost; Inorder to increase efficiency we used hadoop's custom writable to 
emit 4 values in LRModelMapper. Hadoop has its own custom writable for better serialization. 
 
2. We have used hashmap for storing values before optimization. We made use of hadoop MapWritable to do 
the same which increased the efficiency.  
 
3. LRPredictMapper we are reading intermediate file to get θ values. Instead of just using BufferedReader in 
setup function for reading those values we used Distributed cache to reduce strain over the network.
Distributed cache  copies the file to all nodes in advance before mapper get started. Distributed cache is
used to distribute simple, read-only data/text files and/or more complex types such as archives, jars etc. 
4. We were not able to use combiners as our reducer is not commutative and associative  
 
5. Experiment and result  
 
     Experiments were conducted in Hadoop clusters using datasets with varying size. The cluster that we used have a 
single name node and two data nodes .The name node consist of a “4 core” processor with a speed of 2GHz and 
have a memory of 4GB.The data nodes also have same processor and memory specifications as that of name node. 
We processed different dataset using Logistic Regression. Table 2 shows the execution time taken by each phase of 
logistic Regression for two different dataset. 
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                                                                Table 2. Time taken for executing different Dataset 
 File Logistic File No of TimeTaken 
  Regress Size Records  
  ion    
 Gold Model 1.8 GB 128,000,000 15mins, 11sec 
 Data     
  Prediction 587 MB 51,200,000 2mins 
 1.1GB.tx Model 1.1 GB 20480000 20 mins 5 sec 
 t     
  Prediction 300 MB 75,000,000 2mins, 27sec 
      
 
     One of the datasets we used for testing is Presence/Absence of Gold Deposits as Function of Water/Chemical 
characteristics in India . The dataset named gold_target1.dat  [10] is created by N.R. Sahoo and H.S. Pandalai on 
1999 for a case study named “Integration of Sparse Geologic Information in Gold Targeting Using Logistic 
Regression Analysis in the Hutti-Maski Schist Belt, Raichur, Karnataka, India” organized by Natural Resources 
 
Research. Variables/Columns in the dataset are As level, Sb level, Lineament Proximity, Gold deposit 
proximity(Class attribute). 
The result of each phase is shown below: 
Here we have used a subset of the gold_target1 dataset. Through processing this we need to predict the 
Gold deposit proximity using As level, Sb level and Lineament Proximity 
Model 
Input: 
 
                 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NRSClSSF_htLpaoWVCO4xSN0LICtUSUcOWI942cef2I/pub 
 Output: 
0 -1.324344882889508  
 
1 0.8776155012000838  
 
2 -0.2923370221808604  
 
3 0.15045682932230692  
 
Prediction 
Input : 
 
                    https://docs.google.com/document/d/16JlEiPVFitlgEk3CiMmDPpkJA2pcQNgdF66udAN3Sr8/pub 
 
Output: 
 
                   https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xhko3nD1NZSKVvxfMAeHWbMg3q27GaTy4IvChIMieA/pub 
 
We applied Logistic regression on an another dataset in the medical field named “ Breast Cancer Wisconsin 
(Diagnostic) Data Set” to predict the diagnostic . That dataset contain 11 attributes including the class Label as 
diagnostic . Diagnosis results in either malignant or benign. For applying LR on these dataset we rewrite the dataset 
by using 0 for representing malignant and 1 for representing benign. 
 
ACCURACY 
The accuracy is calculated using the equation of Accuracy paradox. The equation is 
A(M)=((TN+TP)/(TN+FP+FN+TP))*100 where TN is the number of true negative cases,FP is the number of false 
positive cases, FN is the number of false negative cases, TP is the number of true positive cases 
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Table3  shows the result obtained while executing the dataset of Presence/Absence of Gold Deposits 
  Table 3. . In Accordance with the result of execution  
   Predicted Negative Predicted Positive 
  
   
 
  Negative Cases 300 1  
  Positive Cases 0  340  
       
 
A(M)=((300+340)/(300+1+0+340))*100=99.84% 
 
By using the accuracy paradox equation we get an accuracy of 99.84%  in predicting the class label. 
 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
The algorithm works well in the hadoop cluster with the accuracy Of 99.84% which shows a better performance 
from the existing ones. All the modules are tested separately and put together to form the main system. Finally the 
system is implemented and tested in real data with this accuracy. Thus the system fulfilled the entire objective 
identified. The system has been planned and developed by considering the existing system. As a future work ,we 
would like to develop an application area with using our algorithm. Every effort has been made to present the 
system in more users-friendly manner. The project was successfully completed within the time span allotted. 
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